burns, dehydration, prior IV chemotherapy, and IV drug use make peripheral veins difficult to identify and cannulate.

Critical time can be lost while attempting to obtain vascular access, potentially increasing patient morbidity and mortality. On the other hand, central venous access is time-consuming and poses complication risks like infections and pneumothorax.

In these instances, Intra-osseous (IO) contrast injections are beneficial to obtain good quality trauma scans for patients from the Emergency Department (ED).

**Methods**

Multi-professional stakeholders (Radiologists, ED consultants, and Radiographers) met to identify the need for IO service in Aberdeen Royal Infirmary. This was followed by discussions at the CT user’s group meeting. A need for developing a local protocol for IO contrast service was identified for patients with no IV access. A draft protocol was created and then modified to meet local needs.

**Interventions**

Once the protocol was finalised, IO contrast service was introduced for trauma patients without IV access. The local protocol gives clear information about placement and checking of IO needle, local anaesthetic administration and the technique for contrast administration.

**Results**

Since implementing the protocol, 3 successful trauma scans have been performed using IO access. The quality of images has been good with no recorded complications.

**Conclusions**

IO contrast provides an effective and safe alternative to IV access. Good quality images can be obtained using established protocols.

**Presenting author**

Dr Yajur Narang*
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**LEADERSHIP IN THE MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS WITH MULTIPLE CONDITIONS: AN IMPACT EVALUATION OF BMJ BEST PRACTICE COMORBIDITIES**

Kieran Walsh. BMJ Knowledge Centre, BMJ, UK

BMJ Best Practice Comorbidities has been created by the BMJ Knowledge Centre. This work was carried out by BMJ staff and was done in collaboration with healthcare professionals in training in the UK. One in three adults admitted to hospital in the UK have five or more conditions. People with comorbidities have poorer functional status, quality of life, and health outcomes, and are higher users of ambulatory and inpatient care than those without comorbidities. This poses a problem for patients, healthcare professionals, health leaders, and health systems. In light of this, BMJ Best Practice launched a new tool – BMJ Best Practice Comorbidities. This tool enables healthcare professionals to access detailed guidance on how to manage patients with multiple conditions and thus provide holistic care. In a pilot evaluation, we made this tool available to a group of healthcare professionals in training. We then asked them to fill in a simple questionnaire outlining what difference, if any, the tool made to their practice. We measured the effect of any improvement as a result of using the tool by means of a short questionnaire. We asked the healthcare professionals to describe the circumstances in which they had used the tool, whether the tool made any difference to their practice, and what impact this had on patient care. The evaluation showed that BMJ Best Practice Comorbidities is effective at helping healthcare professionals to improve the care that they provide to patients with multiple conditions (the resource helped users to improve practice in 70% of cases). When it doesn’t change practice, it can still have an effect by reassuring users that their practice is correct (this occurred in 15% of cases). This evaluation showed impact in improving the practice of healthcare professionals in delivering high-quality and safe care for patients with comorbidities.
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**LOCAL TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR ANAESTHETISTS AND FUTURE LEADERS**

Gregory Fraser, Emma James. Imperial College Healthcare Trust, Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital NHS Trust

Primary issues - centralised training programme by HEE for anaesthetics, limited number of training posts compared to
This work was undertaken in a private medical school in Malaysia, it looks at interventions undertaken due to the COVID-19 pandemic and impact on students. The pandemic disrupted the accepted norms for delivery in the faculty, requiring quick changes to ensure uninterrupted teaching, learning and assessment for students. The problems were instant conversion to an online format with the use of simulation and recorded practical sessions for theory and practical sessions respectively. The other major issue was to educate staff and students on this matter and update delivery platforms.

The immediate solutions

- Use the platforms immediately available.
- Determine a minimum level of competency required to deliver the curriculum.
- Engage stakeholders.
- Ensure faculty development
- Adhere to regulatory frameworks.

Applicants. Local anaesthetic training programme being set up via the CESR pathway to help train more anaesthetists. Funded locally by 2 separate NHS trusts.

Secondary issues - largest elective waiting list ever in NHS needs more staff trained in surgical specialties. Multiple recruitment rounds for trusts locally to fill non training posts. Wasted time for trainees and HR spent on induction and mandatory statutory training when having to rotate so regularly.

Two Healthcare trusts have collaborated to provide a local training pathway. Previous issues with CESR applications have been the difficult in collecting and providing retrospective evidence of training. By designing a training programme which follows the structure of the GMC guidance for CESR anaesthetic pathway, song with the RCoA curriculum - the typical issues with CESR applications can be avoided by collecting evidence prospectively. The relevant organisations and individuals collaborated through networking and planning towards a shared goal of providing a training programme for future anaesthetists.

This programme provides an opportunity for future leadership development. Leadership is compulsory in traditional training programmes but not necessarily formally taught. By building an autonomous curriculum to match the GMC guidance, leadership and understanding of NHS management will be introduced from the beginning of the programme, and active leadership positions within the trust will be encouraged.

The programme will run over four years across five hospital sites. The time spent at each site will be based upon the trainee’s preferences, training needs and service provision. Across all sites there will be a collaborative approach to quality improvement and audits, to maximise output which both the individuals and organisations will benefit.

Impact

- The online platform is an acceptable for both instructors and students.
- Formative assessment was preferred on this platform.
- Delivery of the curriculum was continuous without disruption if you started with what was available and then developed capabilities
- Communication was important.

Disruption forces innovation and movement out of comfort zones, medical education has largely depended on face-to-face delivery. The pandemic has allowed more innovative delivery.